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.mhe Navy Clothing and Textile Research Facility (NCTRF) has developed and
evaluated two experimental 85/15 wool/nylon, 22-ounce per linear yard, melton
materials for possible replacement of the current Cloth, Melton, Wool,
HIL-C-16290. One of the experimental materials was constructed identically
to the standard material, while the other was constructed with a 10% reduction
In warp and filling yarns. Those materials were subjected to laboratory tests
of 18 material characteristics, including weight, shrinkage, break strength,
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acidity, colorfastness, abrasion resistance, and permeability. Test results
inicated that both constructions are suitable as a replacement for the
standard. As a result, the modified construction with the 10% reduction in
ap and filling yamns Is being recommended f or adoption as a replacement for

the standard 100O wool malton. (u)
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A WOOL/NYLON IWLTOU MATEIXAL FOR USE IN NAVY PIACOATS

The Navy Clothing and Textile Research Facility (NCTRF) developed two
experimental 85/15 wool/nylon, 22-ounce per linear yard uelton materials for
poeslble replacment of the current Cloth, Melton, ool, NIL-C-16290. The
objective was to develop a material which would provide the same general
plysical and performance characteristics of the standard malton but would be
both easier and less expensive to manufacture. Two manufacturers produced
each of two types of constructions for our evaluation. One construction was
identical to thet used In the standard malton, while the other was odified
with a IOZ reduction in warp and filling yarns. Both manufacturers' materials
were laboratory evaluated and one manufacturer's material was subsequently
selected to be made into peacoats for wear testing. Results of the wear test
indicated that either construction would he suitable for use as a replacement
for the current standard. Because the modified construction is lower In cost,
this material is being recommended for adoption. This report discusses both
the laboratory test results and the garment evaluation fidi

The high cost, increased demand, and short supply of fine wool has
greatly stimulated interest In the production of quality wool-like fabrics,
utlisIng blends of wool and nylon. Discussions with wool melton
m-ufacturers idlicated that the addition of 15Z nylon would result in a
smother, stronger yarn, that is easier to spin and, subsequently, easier to
weave than the present material. This survey also revealed that a similar
fabric with a 10 reduction in warp and filling yarns should have little
effect on performance (e.g., warmth and durability) and would realize an
estimated total savings per yard of 75 cents to 1 dollar. Consequently, both
types of materials rehs..eadsd In the survey were manufactured for evaluation.
To obtain a more realistic idea of what actual production of the materials
would yield in terms of perfermance, ICTRY let contracts to two manufacturers.
The two menufacturers were J.P. Stevens and Co., Inc., and Dornan Mills.



IdA O EVALUATION

The materials were evaluated against KIL-C-16290 requirements vith
edditional tests being conducted to provide a more thorough analysis. The
test procedures used to evaluate these mterials are provided in Table 1, and
the Zaboratory results are provided In Table HX. The materials identified as
Fabric I-8 end Fabric 11-8 were mnnufactured by J.P. Stevens, whereas Fabric
1-4 and Fabric 11-D were made by Dornan Kill*.

Table 1. Material Test Procedures

Cbswatetrists Fed. Test Method No.*

Terms/Inch 5050
i5041

2h1"Iakoe 5590
Ne Strength 5100
Acidity 2811
Colorfstneess to ight 5660
Colrfastness to Crocking 5651
Colorfastness to Laundering 5614
Colorfutness to Wet-Dry Cleaning 5622
Clorfastnese to Perspiration 5680
Abtraele Resietance 5300
ROWe etent 2101
Air pemnmability 5450
NsbPmofiq Content 2015
(me Value ASTM D 1518

qederal Standard for Textile Test Methods, ft. 191.
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DISCUSSION OF 11SULTS

As can be seen in Table II, deficiencies from the specification
requirments wore found in weight (Fabrics I-S and 11-8), acidity (Fabrics I-D
and 11-0), colorfastness to light (Fabrics I-S and II-S) and colorfastness to
laundering (Fabrics I-D, II-D, and 11-8). None of these deficiencies,
bohever, is considered serious, and we feel that all can be easily remedied.

The deficiencies in weight encountered with the I-S and I-S materials
could be rectified either by using a slightly heavier yarn or by varying the
finishing technique. The acidity of the Dornan Mills materials was found to
be significantly greater than that of the Stevens materials. This high
acidity could possibly be attributed to the high mothproofing agent content of
the Datuan Kills materials. The colorfastness of both manufacturers'
materials was deficient because neither manufacturer used chrome dyestuffs,
but instead used combinations of acid and preetalised acid dyes. We believe
that all colorfastness requirements could be met with a better selection of
dyestuffs.

.A colarison of physical characteristics of the full versus the modified
construction (1-S vs Il-S and I-D vs 11-D) revealed fewer specification
detWf encies in the full construction materials. Laboratory results, however,
would @em to indicate that, although the modified constructions weigh less,
other properties (e.g., strength and resistance to abrasion) are well within
acceptable limits. The reduced construction also resulted in an increase in
air permeability. Consequently, to learn whether either of the new
constructions would provide less warmth than the standard material, we
obtained the ole values of the standard and the experimental materials.

The J.P. Stevens materials were selected for measurement, because they
were lighter than the Doren Kills materials, thus presenting the "worst
case. Results show that the I-8 material had a slightly, but not
significantly, higher dlo value than the standard (approximately 6Z). One
should, therefore, expect the thermal protection of the I-S material to be
quite similar to that of the stamdard, but the 1l-S material may not provide
sufficient warmth since its dlo value is 17.6X lower than the standard. When
those outershell materials are combined with a fleece lining, the tio value
for weh system more than doubles. In this case, the system with the 11-S
sbell fabric has am Insulation value approximately OX lower than the standard
shell fabric with the fleece liing.

The Dernan Kills materials were found to possess a harsher "hand" than
eiter the Jo,. Stevens materials or the standard material, which also
resulted in their appearance being adversely affected. This harshness can be
attributed to Ipreper finishing, which is considered to be remedial. As a
restlt of the heseess of the Domnan materials, the J.P. Stevens materials
(t-S and 11-2) were selected for manufacture into peacoats for service
evelvstlem. In all other aspects, the materials were judged to be equal.

3
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GAuuw EVALUATION

SIxty-five peacoats constructed fivm the 1-S and 11-4 materials were
distributed as follow:

Gramts Duty Station

29 USS COUSTITUTOU, Charlestown, MA
21 XAB Brunswick, MS
15 Northeastern Navy Band,

NEC Newport, atR

Each activity was Issued a nearly equal number of garments constructed from
amh material.

Of a total of 65 peacoat evaluators, 35 (about 602) returned their
completed questionnaires. Questionnaire results of the evaluation are
summarized In Table IIt and a sample questionnaire has been provided as
Appendix A. The opinions and ratings of the experimental garments on the
questiominaires by the test subjects and the CTFobservations keynote lack of
maxmth and pilling as the predominant problem areas.* Overall, the
questioninaire ratings for both experimental materials were quite similar.

There was, hoever, a noticeable difference in two areas, comparison to
the standard, and comparison In warmth to the standard. With regard to
comparison to the standard, 43Z of the subjects wearing the I-S material

resonddnegatively (worse them), while only lax of those wearing the Il-S
mallon gave a negative response. Responses on warmth confirmed laboratory

tealInsulation data on these two materials, which showed the I-S material
as superior to its 11-8 material.

NCTI observation of the test garments Indicated that pilling of both the
1-8 and 11-S mteuial occurred early In the wear trial, but attenuated as the
test approached Its end. The pilling, which had been expected, can be
attributed to the 152 nylon content. Since the problem disappears within a
short period of time, pilling should not be considered a serious detriment.

Regarding waith, the test subjects indicated that the experimental coats
were generally not warm enough,- particularly whe.o the wearer was exposed to
subfreesing toerstures and high winds. Recent feedback from the Fleet has
shown that the standard peacoat also Is lacking in warmth. As a result, a
fleece lining is being added to the standard peacoat to provide more warmth.
The Increased. do values obtained with the additien of the fleece lining are
provided In Table 11. As can be seen, the lining doubles the Insulation value
of the garment, making insigmificant the Insulation differences between the
11jober weigt construction gSmmet (11-8) and the standard.

6



Tlb3le Ill. Sumry of Gaeaut gvaluatio~n Responses

Sanme ~e19 16

Question IsI-

Appearane

Good 68Z 811
F air 321 191

Poor O1 01

comparison to Staward

Better 501 381
Sm71 441

Worse4318

Temperature wbas worn

Less jm32431 441 53%

32561 47Z

No. Of "ay worn 38 28

comfort sOw Pit vs Sadard

Better 361 231

Sm501 691

Worse 118

Womb ve Stadad

Better 391 01

SOm 331 631

wers 261 37Z

Retain Stadard

Yes 44 571

Too "% 431
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CONLUSIONS AND ECOMENDATIONS

Although the 1I-S material is lighter and has a higher air permeability
than the I-S material, the questionnaire data indicate that it was Judged
equal to or better than the standard in more categories than the I-S material.

Based on the similarities in data obtained from both the laboratory and
the service evaluation of the two materials, and since any questions related
to warmth have been resolved by introducing a nylon fleece lining to the
peacoat, ICTRF recommends that a modified construction (102 reduction in warp
and filling yarns) be adopted me a replacement for the standard 100 wool
melton because of Its lower cost.
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APPENDIX A. QUESTIONNAIRE
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVY CLOTHING AND TEXTILE RESEARCH FACILITY

21 STRATHMORE ROAD
NATICK, MASSACHUSETTS 01760 IN REPLY REFER TO:

31:WP:pd
29-001-54

NAVY WEAR TEST PROGRAM
INFORKATION SHEET

The overcoat (peacoat) that you are evaluating was constructed the same
as your standard issued overcoat but fabricated with an experimental wool/
nylon blend outer material.

The objective of this evaluation is to determine its durability and
overall performance.

Wear the overcoat as often as possible during the winter months. At
the end of the wear test period*30 March 1981, you will be requested to
fill out the questionnaire with your personal comments. Your candid
reapoeses are most Important.

Please return your completed questionnaire to your test monitor.

Your cooperation in assisting the Navy in this project is greatly
appreciated.

A-2
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NAME/RATE

ACTIVITY ADDRESS

L OGTH 01 SERVICE_

BRIGHT WEIGHT

SIZE ISSUED

ABEL IDENTIFICATION (PLEASE CIRCLE) "A" OR "B"

EVALUATION PERIOD: START COMPLETED

1. How was the overall dress appearance of the experimental overcoat (peacoat)?
Good Fair Poor

If poor, please explain.

2. Indicate how you liked the experimental overcoat (peacoat) as compared to
your standard issued overcoat (peacoat) now in use.
Better Same as_ Worse
If worse, please explain.

3. Circle appropriate average temperature range(s) when overcoat (peacoat)
was worn.
Below Freezing 320-40°F 400-50°0 Above 50°F

4. Approximate total number of days the overcoat (peacoat) was worn.

5. In comparing the comfort and fit of the experimental overcoat (peacoat)
to your standard issued overcoat (peacoat) now in use, the experimental
overcoat is:
Better Same as Worse
If worse, please explain.

6. In comparing the experimental overcoat (peacoat) to your standard
issued overcoat (peacoat) relative to warmth, the experimental overcoat
is:
Better Same as Worse
If worse, please explain.

7. Would you prefer the standard issued overcoat (peacoat) to be retained
in the system? Yes No
If yes, please explain._

A-3
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8.Comments._____________________________

SIgned___________________
(Name of test subject)

Date____________________

A-4
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